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SECTION 18. CLEANERS, SEALERS & TREATMENTS

Cleaners, Sealers & Treatments

General Cleaners
GENERAL PURPOSE CLEANERS

SECTION 18. CLEANERS, SEALERS & TREATMENTS

People speak of using acids and blasting to clean masonry & stone, but actually they are destroying masonry.
They are removing the first layer of masonry in order to remove the dirt. Instead, the Klenztone® approach to
cleaning masonry is to penetrate into the pores and release the dirt from the surface so it can be rinsed off.

18.2

Klenztone® Stone Cleaners clean, brighten and preserve extremely dirty masonry surfaces easily and economically... and without harming the surface! Klenztone® is so completely unique that it has been awarded a patent from
the United States government. And it’s so safe and effective that it’s been used to clean hundreds of thousands of
terrazzo and marble floors.

KLENZTONE #1

Designed for the hardest to clean masonry surfaces.
It makes old buildings, driveways, sidewalks, building
entrances and even transit platforms look like new
again. In fact, KLENZTONE #1 cleans grease and
oil so effectively, it's ideal for warehouse, factory,
garage or your home. Use before applying new sealer.
Use for: Limestone, Sandstone and Concrete.
Coverage: Approximately 150 - 250 sq. ft. per gallon,
depending on the porosity of the surface.
Application: Apply undiluted, surface will be ready to
rinse in less than 1 hour. Can be left to dry and rinsed
off at your convenience.

DS Item #
27015560
27015561

FAX 1.888.876.5973

KLENZTONE #2

Primarily the granite and marble cleaning formula of
KLENZTONE. Whether the object you want to clean
is as small as a tombstone or as large as a multi-story
building, Klenztone #2 will quickly and easily remove
years worth of built up dirt and grime, revealing the
natural beauty of stone hidden underneath. Do not use
klenztone #2 on any type stone that is polished. This
formulation could streak or etch the polished surface

Use for: Unpolished Granite, Marble, Field Stone,
Stucco and Colored Concrete.
Coverage: Approximately 200 - 300 sq. ft. per gallon,
depending on the porosity of the surface.
Application: Apply undiluted, surface will be ready to
be rinsed in less than 1 hour.

Size
Gallon
5 gallon

WWW.DERUSHA.COM

DS Item #
27015564
27015565

TOLL FREE 1.800.567.2778

Size
Gallon
5 gallon

General Cleaners
Klenztone #3 releases dirt & grime
without discoloration or damage to the
surface, and it can be rinsed with low
pressure (200 psi), keeping the surface intact. Klenztone #3 is also used
to clean Terrazzo, Travertine & Marble
floors that have become dull and
dingy after years of stripping and
resealing.
Use for: Terrazzo Floors, Travertine
Floors, and Marble Floors
Coverage: Approximately 250 350 sq. ft. per gallon, depending on
the porosity of the surface.
Application: Same as #1 and #2.

DS Item #
27015568
27015569

Size
Gallon
5 gallons

KLENZTONE #4

Makes cleaning many surfaces easy
even the most sensitive types of
masonry. Almost as rapidly as you
can apply it, KLENZTONE #4
loosens the grime that ordinary
cleaners can't touch. Then, after
rinsing with water, surfaces return to
new masonry appearance. The most
popular for the stone industry.

Use for: Polished and unpolished
stone.
Coverage: Approximately 300 500 sq. ft. per gallon, depending on
the porosity of the surface.
Application: Apply undiluted, quickly
cleans surfaces in 3-5minutes then
rinse.

DS Item #
27015572
27015573

KLENZTONE #5

Specifically designed with the home
owner in mind. It is the easiest to use
of all the Klenztones because it can
be used on almost all masonry
surfaces. From cleaning oil off your
driveway to soot off your fireplace
and everything in between, Klenztone
#5 is your everyday restoration
cleaner.
Application: Apply undiluted cleans
in 5-10 minutes, depending on
density of removal. Then rinse.

Size
Gallon
5 gallons

DS Item #
27015576
27015580
27015562

Size
Quart
Gallon
5 gallons

CSP® CONCRETE, STONE PREPARER

CSP is used to restore tile floors by removing soap scum and cleaning grout joints.
It is also used to remove efflorescence white stains from brick. In addition, CSP is ideal
to use before sealing.

BEFORE

AFTER

INTERIOR & EXTERIOR

DS Item #
27015555

FAX 1.888.876.5973
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KLENZTONE #3

WWW.DERUSHA.COM

TOLL FREE 1.800.567.2778
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General Cleaners
D/2 BIOLOGICAL SOLUTION

SECTION 18. TREATMENTS & CLEANERS

D/2 Biological Solution is a biodegradable, easy to use liquid that removes stains
from mold, algae, mildew, lichens and air polluants. It is effective on marble,
granite, limestone, brownstone, travertine, masonry, terra cotta, concrete, stucco,
wood and other achitectural surfaces including monuments, sculpture and
headstones. A contact time of only 10 to 15 minutes followed by scrubbing with
a soft nylon or natural bristle brush will loosen most biological and air pollutant
staining. D/2 Biological Solution is effective for removing harmful biological and
air pollutant staining from many building materials including masonry, marble,
granite, limestone, brownstone, travertine, terra cotta, concrete, stucco, wood,
canvas and vinyl & aluminum siding.
Features and benefits:

Fast acting: 10 to 15 minutes contact time for great results
Biodegradable
Contains no acids, salts or chlorine
pH neutral
Will not etch metals or glass
Safer to use around plantings
Is not a hazardous material and requires no special handling or protection
Use full strength, no in-field mixing required
Shelf life of 5 years

Why choose D/2 ?

Won’t deposit harmful residues. D/2 was developed by conservators who know the damage that can be
done by cleaners containing acid or salts. Our products has been specially formulated without these harmful
agents. D/2 is pH neutral quaternary ammonium solution with surfactants that help carry surface contaminants
away. No other solution is more trusted by architectural and monument conservators.
Can be used on a variety of surfaces. D/2 has been successfully used to remove staining from a variety of
surfaces including natural stones such as marble, granite, limestone, sandstone, slate; masonry surfaces such
as brick and cast stone; concrete; wood; aluminum and vinyl siding; and canvas.
It works ! D/2 has been successfully used to clean millions of buildings and monuments. From the
White House to Arlington Cemetery, D/2 is trusted to work and keep on working when results matter.

DS Item #
27015557

Description

D/2 Gallon Biological Stain Remover

27015506

D/2 Pail 5 Gal Biological Stain Remover

27015524

D/2 QT Spray Biological Stain Remover

27015508

D/2 55 Gal Biological Stain Remover

18.4

FAX 1.888.876.5973

WWW.DERUSHA.COM

TOLL FREE 1.800.567.2778

Household Cleaners
REVITALIZER, CLEANER AND PROTECTOR

For use on : All natural stone such as marble, granite, limestone, slate, terrazo, travertine and
sandstone.
Daily cleaner and protector
Mold and mildew resistant protector
Built-in sealer makes surfaces easier to clean
Gentle formula, neutral PH
Available in 2 scents

CITRUS SCENT
DS Item #
27015651
27015741
27015737

Size

24 oz. spray

24 oz. gift box

Gallon RTU (ready to use)

CUCUMBER SCENT
DS Item #
27015652
27015733

After cleaning stone
with other product
cooking oil penetrates
and stains surface

Size

24 oz. spray

Gallon RTU (ready to use)

STONE AND TILE CLEANER

For use on ceramic, porcelain tile and grout. All
natural stone such as marble, granite, limestone,
travertine, slate, terrazzo and sandstone.
Daily cleaner
Gentle formula, neutral PH
Great for ceramic and porcelain tile

DS Item #
27015656
27015724

Size
24 oz. spray
Gallon

DS Item #
27015649
27015647

Size
24 oz. spray
Gallon

KLENZALL

For use on all natural stone such as marble,
granite, limestone, travertine, slate, terrazzo,
sandstone, ceramic, porcelain tile and grout.
Can also be used on masonry and concrete.
Powers through stubborn grease and soils
Safe on stone, will not etch
Professional strength
Alkaline formula

FAX 1.888.876.5973

WWW.DERUSHA.COM
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After cleaning stone
with RevitalizerTM
cooking oil beads up
for easy cleaning

18.5

TOLL FREE 1.800.567.2778

Household Cleaners
BECOME A STONETECH DEALER!
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Get started selling the leading stone and tile aftercare maintenance program with a minimal investment! Choose between a compact countertop
display or an impactful 18” rack.

18.6

DS TECH TIP

MAINTENANCE

Keep your stone and tile looking great by following some simple precautions

Kitchen and Bathroom Counters
Many household foods, beverages, and cosmetics can degrade tile grout and damage stone. Common toiletries
like perfume, mouthwash and toothpaste, as well as common foods such as orange juice and soft drinks contains
acids and other ingredients that can degrade sealer or damage your stone’s surface. Whether you have stone slab
counters or stone, ceramic, or porcelain tile counters, using Revitalizer Cleaner & Protector will remove residues
from cooking oils, everyday food spills, hairspray and other cosmetics.
Oily Stains
If you know the stain is oil-based (from foods like salad dressing, cooking oils, butter or some cosmetics), use
Stone Tech Professional Oil Stain Remover to wick up the stain from deep within the stone.

Stone or Tile Floors
Clean your interior stone and tile floors frequently using a clean, non-treated, dry dust mop, as abrasive particles
of sand and dirt can damage natural stone and tile surfaces. Mats or area rugs inside and outside your entrance
ways will help minimize damage. Also, be careful when using a vacuum cleaner as the metal or plastic attachments and wheels can scratch the surface. Damp-mop your stone or tile floor with the properly diluted solution of
one of the daily DuPont StoneTech Professional stone tile cleaners. Avoid walking on the floor until completely dry,
as wet stone and tile floors tend to be slippery!

Bath and Other Wet Areas
Periodic use of StoneTech Professional Revitalizer Cleaner & Protector or Stone & Tile Cleaner will remove any
soap scum and hard water deposits. In the bath, or other wet areas, using a squeegee after each use can minimize these common residues.

FAX 1.888.876.5973

WWW.DERUSHA.COM

TOLL FREE 1.800.567.2778

Industrial & Acid Cleaners
StoneGlo can be diluted 50/50 with water and is used
as an effective acid cleaner to remove tin oxide
residue from granite. Safe to use on polished and
unpolished surfaces. Simply clean stone with brush
and rinse with clear water.

DS Item #

Sizes

27015591

20 L

CRYSTAL ACID

Crystal acid is an effective acid cleaner for cleaning
dirt and organic stains from unpolished granites. Also
available in 50 lbs bag. Usually a large handful in
4 gallons of clean water creates an ideal mixture.

DS Item #
27015547
27015548

4L

27015592

Size
50 lb bag
15 lb Pail

RESTORE

For use on: granite, slate, sandstone. ceramic, porcelain tile and grout.

Make tile and grout look new
Cleans away hard water deposits, grout haze efflorescence and soap scum.
Professional strength, acidic formula

Recommended surfaces
Do not use on colored concrete, dyed granite and acid sensitive stones such
as marble, limestone and travertine. If unsure if granite is dyed, test first in
a small inconspicuous area. If granite shows discoloration up to 24 hours
after applying Restore, do not use product.

DS TECH TIP

DS Item #
27015671

Size
Quart

SECTION 18. TREATMENTS & CLEANERS

STONE GLO

ACID PROTECTION

Always wear protective apparel when working with acid based products. I.E safety glasses and acid proof gloves.

ACID USED

Never add a secondary cleaner to an acid based cleaner. I.E bleach. This will create a potentially deadly gas.

FAX 1.888.876.5973

WWW.DERUSHA.COM

TOLL FREE 1.800.567.2778
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Rust Removers
RUST REMOVER

TIZ TWO

Formulated specifically to
remove rust spots and sap
stains on granite. Not for use on
polish stone. Rust Remover will
also help to take natural spot
out of certain types of granite.

SECTION 18. TREATMENTS & CLEANERS

DS Item #
27015578
27015579
27015710

18.8

A very effective granite cleaning
acid. Works well for removing board
stains. Can be used with crystals on
tough stains. Will darken light colored granites if allowed to penetrate.

Size
1L
4L
20 L

ALPHA RSR-2000

Quickly remove common rust
stains from natural stone surfaces, concrete, brick, terra
cotta, Mexican tile, or other hard
porous surfaces. This unique
product comes as a pre-mixed
gel in 14 ounce tubes. The
RSR-2000 is specially formulated to work extremely fast and in
most cases, will completely
remove a rust stain within 5
minutes or less. RSR-2000
works much quicker than most
poultices and is substantially
easier to use. This highly efficient product is a non-hazardous chemical that is safe to
use and will not harm the environment.

DS Item #
27015688

FAX 1.888.876.5973

DS Item #
27015550

TERUST REMOVER
RUST REMOVER
POWDER

LIQUID RUST STAIN
REMOVER

TeRust Rust Remover powder is
designed to remove rust stains
out of granite, marble, travertine, limestone, terrazzo, concrete, brick, and sanded grout.
TeRust contains a special blend
of chelates for removing rust
stains from stone. By utilizing
the stain process reversal technique, the TeRust Rust Stain
Remover powder draws the
stain out of the stone.
NOTE: Calcium based stones
may etch and require repolishing.

DS Item #
27515469

Size
Gallon

Water-based professional rust
remover. For use on marble
(unpolished), stone and granite.
Specifically developed to
remove every kind of rust
residue or stain from the treated
surface. Ready-to-use.

Size

TeRust Rust Remover
Powder 8oz

WWW.DERUSHA.COM

TOLL FREE 1.800.567.2778

DS Item #
Call us

Graffiti & Oil Remover
Powdered aerosol stain lifter used by the stone trade
Removes grease, oil,
soil and more
Removes circles and
rings left behind
by spray gun
Made in North America

DS Item #
27015503

Interior use only
Pulls out deep-set oil stains
Leaves no residue
Will not discolor stone
Easy to use, no messy plastic wrap needed

Size

Superb is a concentrated
cleaner/degreaser, use full
strength for heavily soiled
areas of dilute with water
accordingly as per
instructions and surface
type.

27015631

For use on: All natural stone such as marble, granite,
limestone, travertine, slate, terrazzo and sandstone.
Ceramic, porcelain tile and grout.

DS Item #

16 oz. (454 g)

SUPERB

DS Item #

OIL STAIN REMOVER

27015668

TEPOUCH STAIN REMOVER POUCH

By utilizing the stain process reversal technique,
the TePouch Stain Pouch draws the stain out of
the stone with the ease of a pouch similar to those
used in teabags. Designed to remove stains
such as oil, grease, wine, tea, coffee, and other
organic stains out of granite, marble, travertine,
limestone, terrazo, concrete, brick, sanded grout,
etc.

DS Item #

Size

Gallon

FAX 1.888.876.5973

Sizes

3 oz. Can

27515407

WWW.DERUSHA.COM

Size

TePouch (3 pieces)

TOLL FREE 1.800.567.2778
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STONE STAIN AWAY

18.9

Graffiti & Oil Remover
ELEPHANT SNOT

Effective for use on spray painted graffiti, marker, pen, ink, crayon, shoe
polish, lipstick, pencil and most other graffiti marks found on brick, mortar,
masonry, cement, concrete, stucco, terrazzo, pavers, porous tile. Natural
stone surfaces such as granite, marble, sandstone, rocks, both porous/rough
or polished. Also effective on glass, ceramic, porcelain, glazed tiles, and grout.

DS Item #
27015607

SECTION 18. TREATMENTS & CLEANERS

27015608

18.10

Description

Gallon Graffiti Remover

5 gallons Graffiti Remover

SHADOW MAX

Effective on shadows or ghosting residues that may occur on porous surfaces after
using conventional graffiti removers. These include shadows left by spray paint,
markers, inks, dyes, shoe polish, and most other shadows left on brick, mortar,
masonry, cement, concrete, stucco, terrazzo, pavers, fieldstone, porous tile.
Natural stone surfaces such as granite, marble, sandstone, rocks, both
porous/rough or polished. Also effective on ceramic or glazed tiles, and grout.

DS Item #
27015609

27015610
27015611

Description

Qt Shadow Max

Gallon Shadow Max

5 gallons Shadow Max

SHIELD MAX

An anti-graffiti sacrificial coating for use on porous surfaces such as brick,
concrete, cement, stone, stucco, etc. The recommended method of application is a sprayer (pump-up garden, etc.) or it can be rolled or painted on. It is
invisible, no odor formula, nontoxic. SHIELD MAX is dry in minutes, and fully
cured in hours. When graffiti is sprayed or marked on a coated surface, just
spray the affected area with 1900 F pressurized hot water to remove the
coating. The offensive graffiti comes off with the coating. The surface is
cleaned without using any chemicals or any hand scrubbing. Recoat the area
involved. NOT RECOMMENDED for walking surfaces. Protect sidewalks
when applying to wall so no spray covers the walking surfaces.
DS Item #
27015612

27015613

27015615

Description

Qt Shield Max

Gallon Shield Max

5 gallons Shield Max

FAX 1.888.876.5973

WWW.DERUSHA.COM

TOLL FREE 1.800.567.2778

Paint & Coating Remover
COATING REMOVER

This product is an extremely effective and easy to use stripper, which is ideal to use in almost any
application.

Coating Remover is a molecule expanding formula, so it works on virtually all coatings, including polyurethane and
epoxy formulations. However, Coating Remover has a low volatility, so instead of evaporating rapidly, it remains
on surfaces, working and softening. Coating Remover removes more paint in fewer applications than methylene
chloride containing paint strippers, and because it is water-soluble and biodegradable, it cleans easily and
is environmentally friendly.

BEFORE

Coating Remover was used to remove layers
of paint from this building exposing the
original brick underneath.

DS Item #
27015546

Size

Gallon

DBX SAFETY PAINT STRIPPER AND SEALER REMOVER

DBX is a non-hazardous, water-soluble paint stripping solution, which effectively softens
coatings by expanding the molecules so that coating can be removed easily. It will not burn
the person applying it. DBX works on conventional water-based and solvent-based paints,
varnishes and sealers, as well as urethane and epoxy formulations.

Despite the fact DBX contains no highly toxic solvents or caustics, it retains benefits
associated with each. DBX is a molecule expanding formula, so it works on virtually all types of
coatings and sealers. DBX is also long lasting, so, like caustics, it is able to remove multiple layers of built up coatings without rapidly evaporating and losing its strength
DS Item #

Size

27015630

Gallon

DS Item #

Size
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Before using Coating Remover to remove layers
of pain from this brick building.

AFTER

HEAVY DUTY COATING STRIPPER

Suitable for all natural stone surfaces including slate, marble, and saltillo.
Not intended for use on surfaces other than stone & masonry. Professional strength
formula. Removes tough coatings, lacquers, varnishes, and epoxy grout haze.
Low odor and non-flammable. Easy to use, water-based formula.

27015694

FAX 1.888.876.5973

WWW.DERUSHA.COM

TOLL FREE 1.800.567.2778

Gallon
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Sealers
BULLETPROOF

For use on: All natural stone such

as marble, granite, limestone,
travertine, and sandstone. Best
suited for the most porous stone
surfaces.

HEAVY DUTY SEALER

For use on: All natural stone such
as marble, granite, limestone, slate,
travertine, sandstone, flagstone and
grout. Excellent value

SECTION 18. TREATMENTS & CLEANERS

Maximum protection against
most stains
Advanced penetrating
microbond protection
Preserves natural look
Interior use
Water-based

Heavy duty protection
against most stains
Advanced penetrating
microbond protection
Preserves natural look
Interior use
Water-based

DS Item #

Sizes

DS Item #

Sizes

27015698

Quart

27015706

Quart

27015717
27015699
27015719

Pint

27015705

Gallon

27015707

5 gallons

27015708

SEALER

For use on: All natural stone such
as marble, granite, limestone, slate,
travertine. Low porosity stones.

Protection against
most stains
Advanced penetrating
microbond protection
Preserves natural look
Interior use
Water-based

Pint

DS Item #

Sizes

Gallon

27015662

Gallon

5 gallons

27015661
27015663

DS TECH TIP

PROTECT YOUR NATURAL STONE

18.12

Quart

5 gallons

People often assume that natural stone is “stain-proof”, however all stone is porous to some degree.
If not properly treated with a protective sealer, water, oils and other liquids can easily penetrate the
stone, leaving behind unsightly stains and damage the stone. The good news is that once treated
with a protective sealer, natural stone is ready for carefree, everyday use.

FAX 1.888.876.5973

WWW.DERUSHA.COM

TOLL FREE 1.800.567.2778

Sealers
Protects granite against practically
all potential kitchen stain causing
items: coffee, wine, oil, mustard,
ketchup, soda, etc. Proseal also
works well with polished, honed,
brushed, matte, finishes. Proseal
protects the stone from oil and
water stains too. It does not change
the natural colors of the stone and
allows the stone to breathe without
leaving a film on the surface. The
protection will last up to 4-5 years if
the product is applied correctly on
the surface and areas that are not
under direct wear and use.
Indoor/Outdoor.

DS Item #

A penetrating sealer that prevents
liquids (stains) from penetrating into
the material through it micro-porosities. It allows the stone to breathe
to maintain its natural characteristics. It is especially affective on
polished granite and polished marbles. It does not change the color
of the stone. Hydrex Sealer operates on the surface of materials.
Indoor/Outdoor.

Sizes

DS Item #

Proseal 1 L

27515513

27515583

Proseal 250 mL

27515585

Proseal 5 L

27515584

HYDREX

QUARTZ SHEILD

Quartz Shield Water Based Water
and Oil Repellent for Quartz and
Engineered Stone. For polished,
honed and brushed surfaces.
Excellent stain proof power.
Approved for food contact in accordance with EC Regulation
1935/2004.
Ready to use. Easy to apply.
NEW

Sizes

27515573

Hydrex 250 mL

27515574

Hydrex 5 L

Hydrex 1 L

DS Item #
Call us
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PROSEAL

For enhancers, see page 18.17
18.13

FAX 1.888.876.5973

WWW.DERUSHA.COM

TOLL FREE 1.800.567.2778

Sealers
HEAVY DUTY SEALER & REVITILIZER KIT

These convenient care kits include the following products:

SECTION 18. TREATMENTS & CLEANERS

Pint Heavy Duty Sealer
24 oz. Revitalizer Sprayer
Gift Box

DS Item #
27015740

BULLETPROOF WARRANTY KIT

This industry leading 25 year residential or 15 year commercial fully
transfer enable warranty kit includes:
Quart of Bulletproof Sealer
24 oz. Revitilizer Spray
Warranty Information
Warranty Certificate Number
Gift Box

Call for information and to get certified

DS Item #
27015755

18.14

Description

Citrus 2 part care kit

Description
Warranty kit

Available exclusively in Canada at Derusha Supply.
SEE ADVERTISING ON NEXT PAGE.

FAX 1.888.876.5973

WWW.DERUSHA.COM

TOLL FREE 1.800.567.2778

Drafting

THE BEST WAY TO PROTECT
YOUR CUSTOMER’S INVESTMENT

Countertops are under daily assault from regular household
stains. A simple red wine spill or a drop of olive oil can
permanently stain granite or marble. However, treated properly
your investment will last a lifetime.

SECTION 18. TREATMENTS & CLEANERS

DuPont, the leader in stain protection technology, has partnered
with Protect Plus Surfaces to create DuPont StoneTech Professional
Warranty. Your countertops will be treated with DuPont StoneTech
BulletProof Sealer, a revolutionary premium sealer which DuPont
believes to be the highest performing sealer available today. It
offers advanced penetrating microbond protection and makes
cleaning the stone easier. The BulletProof Sealer offers your
natural stone project an invisible layer of power protection.
Repels common household stains, including coffee, red wine,
ketchup, mustard, cooking oil, soy sauce and common
household food and beverages
Maximum protection against the toughest oil and water based
stains with our advanced penetrating microbond protection.
In addition to protecting countertops against stains, BulletProof
Sealer is water-based helping you keep the environment - and
your environment- free of solvent-based chemicals. It is available
only through authorized distributors and dealers.
DuPont StoneTech Professional Warranty includes one of the
industry’s best warranties:
25-year, fully transferable residential countertop warranty
15-year commercial and industrial countertop warranty
Guarantees stain protection from common household food
and beverages; however etching is not covered
Covers all granite, marble and quartzite options for
countertops
Covers replacement labor and materials
1-year outdoor countertop warranty on selected granite
options
Warranty transfers with the title of the property; no limitations
DuPont StoneTech Sealer Installers are certified professionals,
giving consumers absolute peace of mind.
Included in the DuPont StoneTech Professional Warranty is a
care kit containing DuPont StoneTech Bullet Proof Sealer and
Revitalizer Cleaner & Protector.
EXCLUSIVELY AT DERUSHA SUPPLY IN CANADA
FAX 1.888.876.5973

WWW.DERUSHA.COM

TOLL FREE 1.800.567.2778
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Sealers
HEAVY DUTY EXTERIOR SEALER

For use on: Natural stone such as granite, tumbled stone, slate, sandstone.

Masonry and concrete.

Heavy duty protection against water-based stains
Water resistant
Preserves natural look (not shiny)
Minimize efflorescence
Exterior use (UV Protection)
DS Item #
Solvent-based
27015716

Sizes
Quart

SECTION 18. TREATMENTS & CLEANERS

HEAVY DUTY GROUT SEALER

For use on : Grout for ceramic and porcelain tile. Heavy duty protection against

all stains.

Protect grout and makes cleaning easier
Mold and mildew resistant sealer
Preserves natural look
Interior and exterior use
Water-based

DS Item #

Sizes

27015726

Quart

27015734
27015735

Pint

24 oz. Spray

GROUT RELEASE

For use on: All natural stone such as marble, limestone, travertine, slate,
sandstone and tumbled stone. Masonry and concrete. Not for ceramic and
porcelain tile. Heavy duty protection against all stains.

Makes grout installation clean-up easier
Prevents grout from staining stone
Preserves natural look
Interior and exterior use
Water-based

DS Item #
27015722
27015720

Sizes

Gallon

5 Gallons

SALT WATER RESISTANT SEALER

High Performance protection against salt water damage and de-icing salts.
Weather and UV-resistant.
Water-based formula.
Exterior use.

18.16

DS Item #
27015759

FAX 1.888.876.5973

WWW.DERUSHA.COM

Sizes

Gallon

TOLL FREE 1.800.567.2778

Enhancers
Suitable for aging all types of marbles, travertines,
stones, granites and agglomerates. Used to obtain a
“wet” effect both for indoor and outdoor application.
We suggest to apply on surfaces flamed, rough or
sanded. Ager is also suitable to protect surfaces
against oil and water. The product
does not change color when
exposed to the sun.
DS Item #

Sizes

27515446

250 ml

27515549

5L

27515538

1L

PECTRO

Sizes

DS Item #

Color

Sizes

27515534

Black

1L

Clear

250 ml

27515419

5L

1L

QUARTZ TONER

A surface treatment that can be used to enhance Quartz,
Engineered, and agglomerate stones. Works excellent
for matching the edge of the stone with the surface polish. May be applied on polished, flamed, rough, sanded,
honed, and brushed finishes. The product
does not change color when exposed to the
sun. Quartz Toner works as both a stone
color enhancer AND a premium grade high
quality sealer.
DS Item #
Sizes
Call us
Quartz Toner 250 mL Indoor/Outdoor.
27515448

Ager Remover 1L

PECTRO is applied to polished granite to hide,
disguise, or eliminate “webbing” and micro fissures.
PECTRO BLACK is designed to work
on polished dark granite specifically.
Drying time: 5 minutes

27515533

Sizes

Call us

27515543

Designed to remove the excess of Ager or Ager
Tiger left on the surface by over-application or by
allowing Ager or Tiger Ager to dry on the surface.

27515449

We suggest the application of Ager Tiger on the edge of
resined granites, particularly exotic stones, when it is
necessary to match the color between the top, treated
with resin, and the untreated edge. It is also suitable for
ageing marbles, travertine’s, stones,
granites, and agglomerates when the
surface is very porous. It is also a
fantastic sealer against oil, graffiti,
and household stains.
DS Item #

AGER REMOVER

DS Item #

TIGER AGER

1L

DS TECH TIP

Quartz Toner 1L

PETROLUX

Recommended for polished dark granites. Used to darken the surface and eliminate superficial micro-porosities
and web-cracks. Also used to increase the color and the
polish effect. Amount of change depends
on the granite. Easy to apply and
remove, recommended for automated
waxing lines. Petrolux is not designed
as a sealer.
DS Item #

Sizes

27515544

200 L

27515536

1L

Ager will also solve the problem of color matching between a polished surface previously resined
and the lighter colored polished edge of the same material.
FAX 1.888.876.5973
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Enhancers
UNIBLACK 1

UNIBLACK 2

SECTION 18. TREATMENTS & CLEANERS

UNIBLACK 1 is a very strong,
concentrated black color
enhancer designed specifically to
eliminate the defects of black
granite. Its application darkens
the surface of the material and
makes it more unified in color
and consistency. Quick drying.
Maintain the rich color by applying UNIBLACK 2.

18.18

Step 1

DS Item #
27515540

UNIBLACK 2 is a formulated black
liquid wax used to increase the
black effect on polished, brushed
and smooth surfaces. The
UNIBLACK2 increases the black
effect without increasing the gloss.
The product can be used on automatic waxing machines or manually. Recommended for restoring old
materials which have lost their blackness.
1L

TEWAX

Used to increase the shine in
onyxes, marble, natural stones,
granite, agglomerates and terrazzo. It also can brighten up
stones that have lost their
shine. Cera Tewax is the result
of pure and white waxes, dissolved through solvents. It
allows high penetration levels
on treated material leading to a
long-lasting effect.

Step 2

Sizes

DS Item #

27515516

Black

25514416

Clear

TELUX

Telux is a self polish varnish used to create a polished
effect to both smooth and raw
materials such as marble, granite,
onyx, and agglomerates. Telux
forms a hard anti-scratch film on
the surface that is extremely
durable. It may be used on both
countertops and floor applications.
It is UV stable and does not yellow over time. It may be used for
both indoor and outdoor applications.
27515537
27515516

FAX 1.888.876.5973

1L

A paraffin based wax used in
stone fabrication. Great for
touch-ups on marble or
granite and protects countertops, tabletops, vanity tops
and back splashes.

Colors

DS Item #

Sizes

27515541

PAMIR

DS Item #
27515515

DS Item #

22514415

Colors

Pamir clear / white stone wax 1L
Pamir black stone wax 1L

JET

JET is a liquid Varnish. Apply to a non
polished surface that was missed during
fabrication or too hard to reach or polish. The varnish forms a film or coating
on the surface that creates a polished
look. Completely dry in 15 minutes.
Cannot be walked on. Great for jobsite
touchups.

Colors

Telux 1 L
Black

WWW.DERUSHA.COM

DS Item #
27515512
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Size

500 ml

Enhancers
POLISH

For use on: All polished natural stone such as marble, granite, limestone
and travertine. Not for use on floors. May create slipping hazard.

Adds quick, brilliant shine to polished stone
No greasy film
Great for kitchen countertops and bathroom vanities

DS Item #

Sizes

27015682

24 oz. Spray

DS Item #

Sizes

27015676

Quart

DS Item #

Sizes

ENHANCER PRO

Deepens color
Heavy duty protection against all stains
Weather and UV resistant
Interior and exterior use
Solvent-based

27015675

Pint

HIGH GLOSS FINISHING SEALER

Use on slate, saltillo, limestone, travertine and concrete
floors.
High-Gloss formula: Two-in-one
formula leaves a wet-look finish
Protects against stains

Easy-to-use, water-based formula
Interior use only

27015743

TEPOX V

TEPOX V is a special chemical color liquid used to color epoxy resins,
Ager, Ager Tiger, or Petrolux. Recommended to achieve a good penetration of the color in the stone. Also used to restore or enhance the
color and tone of stones. Perfect for color matching edges of resined
stone. Designed for indoor applications.
DS Item #

Sizes

27515550

250 ml

27515552

250 ml

27515551
27515553
27515554
27515555
27515556

250 ml
250 ml

Description

Black Liquid Tint

Brown Liquid Tint
Green Liquid Tint
Red Liquid Tint

250 ml

Yellow Liquid Tint

250 ml

Gold Liquid Tint

250 ml

Quart
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For use on: Unpolished natural stone such as honed,
tumbled, flamed, etc. Marble, granite, limestone, slate,
-travertine, sandstone, flagstone.

FAX 1.888.876.5973
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Blue Liquid Tint
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Honing
HONE-IT

Liquid honing product for polished surfaces. Change slab
from polish to hone finish in seconds without the work!
Reduce costs by bringing a polished slab to a HONE finish in seconds without the use of any tools!
DS Item #

Formula

27015581

Marble

27015566

Granite
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HONING POWDER

For use on: Most marble, limestone, travertine
and terrazzo.

Creates an even, honed, flat finish
Sets up stone for polishing and shining
Different grits eliminate mild to deep scratches
Non-acidic
Available in various grit levels
Designed for professional use

DS Item #

Sizes

Grit

1 lb. 14 oz. Bottle

600

27015696

1 lb. 14 oz. Bottle

27015714

1 lb. 14 oz. Bottle

27015713

400
800

POLISHING POWDER (EURO POLISH)

For use on: Most marble, limestone, travertine and terrazzo.
Creates smooth, satin finish
Eliminates etch marks and light wear patterns
Non-acidic
Designed for professional use

DS Item #
27015684

Sizes

1 lb. 9 oz. Bottle

SHINING POWDER (EURO SHINE)

For use on: Most marble, limestone, travertine and terrazzo.
Creates high shine finish
Brings back luster of polished stone
Non-acidic
Designed for professional use

18.20

DS Item #
27015683

FAX 1.888.876.5973
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Sizes

1 lb. 8 oz. Bottle

Brushes & Accessories
Designed for scrubbing masonry, brick, tile or stone.
General cleaning with acids, soaps and solvents.

DS Item #

ACID BRUSHES – TAMPICO BRISTLE

Designed for scrubbing masonry, brick, tile or stone.
General cleaning with acids, soaps and solvents.

Description

27015535

8” Plastic (119)

DS Item #

27015537

18” Plastic (523)

27015538

27015541

ACID BRUSH - HEAVY
DUTY

Designed for scrubbing masonry,
brick, tile or stone. General cleaning with acids, soaps and solvents.

DS Item #
27015600

27015536

8” Plastic (GG)

Description

8 1/4" Heavy Duty (525)

NEOPRENE GLOVES

Description

8” Tampico (120)

18” Tampico (522)

ACID BRUSH – 6”
TAMPICO

Designed for scrubbing masonry,
brick, tile or stone. General cleaning with acids, soaps and solvents.

DS Item #
27015540

These heavy-duty rubber gloves give excellent protection
against solvents, acids and other alkaline solutions.
Gloves are 16” in. length.
Size 10 stock size.

ACID BRUSH – 8”
TAMPICO BLOCK BRUSH

Designed for scrubbing masonry,
brick, tile or stone. General cleaning with acids, soaps and solvents.

Description

DS Item #

6” Tampico (422)

27015517

Description

8” Block Brush Tampico

FORTEX PAIL

These popular fortex
rubber pails won’t rust,
dent, leak or chip.
They are not affected
by heat or cold, acids,
alkalis and most
other chemicals.
DS Item #

DS Item #

29512531

29512506

FAX 1.888.876.5973
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ACID BRUSHES - PLASTIC BRISTLE
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Pressure Washers
JET2500

Commercial

Pressure: 2500 psi
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Flow rate: 2.7 gpm

LP3545G

S4053GH

Industrial

Industrial

Pressure: 3500 psi

Pressure: 4000 psi

Flow rate: 4.5 gpm

Flow rate: 5.3 gpm

Motor/Engine type: Gas, Honda
GC160, 5HP

Motor/Engine type: Gas, Honda
GX390, 13HP with oil alert

Drive: direct

Drive: belt drive

Drive: belt drive

Soap injection is included with
4 liter soap jar

Revolution: 1750 rpm

Pump: Comet AXD, axial
Revolution: 3600 rpm

Soap injection is included
Hose of 25 ft.

Wand: single of 36 in.
Nozzle 4

78 lb (approximate)

Warranty: 5 years limited

Pump: Comet FW, plunger
Revolution: 1350 rpm

Hose of 50 ft.

Motor/Engine type: Gas, Honda
20HP, electric start, oil alert

Pump: Comet HW, plunger

Burner: Oil, 12 VDC

Coil: Upright 1/2 in steel coil
schedule 80

Wand: single of 36 in.

Soap injection is included

218 lb (approximate)

Wand: single of 48 in.

Nozzle 4

Hose of 50 ft.

Warranty: 5 years limited

Nozzle 4

840 lb (approximate)

Warranty: 5 years limited

Many models are available.
Call us to discuss your needs.
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